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July Opening of TOKYO TORCH Terrace

and TOKYO TORCH Park
at TOKYO TORCH Tokiwabashi Tower

The grand opening of the large square at TOKYO TORCH Tokiwabashi
Tower in the area under development in front of the Nihonbashi Exit of
Tokyo Station took place on July 21, along with the pre-opening of one
part of the commercial zone.
The commercial zone on the 1st basement and 1st to 3rd floors,
called TOKYO TORCH Terrace, will have 13 individualistic tenants, mainly
well-established regional restaurants, offering various delicious dishes,
some of which will have their first branch in Tokyo, as well as others
opening their first branch in Japan. The large square in front of TOKYO
TORCH Terrace, called TOKYO TORCH Park, has a terrace space, where
people can enjoy eating and drinking outside.
Check out the cafeteria lounge, called “MY Shokudo,” on
the 3rd floor. Based on the theme of a “rich table connecting
people,” it is established as a common service space mainly
for employed workers of this facility, but is also available to the
public at night.
At the square, you can see various projects carried out in
collaboration with local municipalities to showcase the culture
and attractive aspects of Japan, such as a “pond with nishikigoi carp” with nishikigoi (brocaded) carp from Ojiya City, Niigata
Prefecture, and “Tsukuba’s natural lawn” from Tsukuba City,
Ibaraki Prefecture. They are one of the highlights of the area.
The final completion of the whole area of TOKYO TORCH is
scheduled to be in 2027. All eyes are upon this increasingly
popular area in front of Tokyo Station.
Tokyo Sta. (JR, Subway), Otemachi Sta. (Subway)

tokyotorch.mec.co.jp/

November Opening of Hinohara Toy Museum

In Hinohara Village, the only village in Tokyo except for the islands, a toy
museum will open, where you can learn about the attractiveness of wood
and enjoy yourself by experiencing Hinohara’s natural environment.
With a floor area of 1,000 sq. meters, the wooden museum is constructed on the site of a former elementary school, generously using
abundant forest resources mostly from Hinohara, which is said to be
93% forest. Aiming to be a “hands-on museum” that different generations can enjoy, the museum will offer an opportunity to enjoy the beauty
of nature and the culture of Hinohara while having fun. With the introduction of the first “outdoor curators” among the toy museums all over
Japan, the museum will teach visitors how it’s fun to play in nature.
30 min. by bus from Musashi-Itsukaichi Sta. (JR)
to get oﬀ at “Ozawa” bus stop.

www.hinohara-toymuseum.com/

Newly Opened Hotels
Information
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156 rooms

Hotel Keyaki Gate Tokyo Fuchu
www.hotel-keyakigate.jp/
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188 rooms

KOKO HOTEL Tsukiji Ginza
koko-hotels.com/tsukiji_ginza
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144 rooms

Hotel Grand Bach Tokyo Ginza
www.grandbach.co.jp/ginza/
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Gardens with
autumn foliage and cafes
Rikugien Garden
Fukiage Chaya Tea House
www.tokyo-park.or.jp/park/format/facilities031.html

One of the most famous and beautiful daimyo (feudal
lord) gardens of the Edo period (1603-1867). With
miniature hills and a large pond over a large area, this
Japanese garden offers a great place to enjoy beautiful autumn foliage with about 560 Japanese maple
trees and others. The best time to enjoy the autumn
foliage is usually mid-November to early December. At
“Fukiage Chaya” tea house located across the garden
pond, you can enjoy a set of matcha tea and wagashi
(Japanese confectionery, 850 yen) while appreciating
the beautiful scenery.
300 yen
Komagome Sta. (JR, Subway), Sengoku Sta. (Subway)

Here are some beautiful gardens with autumn foliage and
tea rooms/cafes where you can relax while looking at
wonderful colorful leaves.
* Before visiting the facilities below, please check their websites for the
latest business information.

Higo-Hosokawa Garden
Cafe Lounge “Tsubaki” at Shoseikaku
www.higo-hosokawa.jp/en/

The area around this garden served as a villa for the
Hosokawa clan of the Kumamoto Domain. This garden utilizes the natural landscape of the plateau.
From late November to early December, the leaves
on the trees around the large pond beautifully turn
yellow and red. The Shoseikaku building, which was
used as an educational facility for the Hosokawas, is
now open to the public as a cafe. It serves a set of
matcha tea and a recreated confection of the Kumamoto Domain, which was presented a gift to the shogunate government (500 yen).
free
Edogawabashi Sta. (Subway), Waseda Sta. (Tokyo
Sakura Tram (Toden Arakawa), Subway)

Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden
Rakuu-tei
www.env.go.jp/garden/shinjukugyoen/english/

Completed as an imperial garden in 1906 and
opened to the public in 1949, this park is based on a
harmonization of three distinct styles: Formal Garden,
Landscape Garden, and Japanese Traditional Garden.
The best season for autumn foliage is from mid-November to mid-December. A beautiful tunnel of colored leaves welcomes visitors near Shinjuku Gate.
“Rakuu-tei” in the Japanese traditional garden offers
a set of matcha tea and seasonal wagashi (700 yen)
in a quaint tea room.
500 yen
Shinjuku-gyoemmae Sta. (Subway)

写真提供：環境省新宿御苑管理事務所

Koishikawa Korakuen Garden
Aoiya Bidoro-saryo cafe at Kantoku-tei
www.tokyo-park.or.jp/park/format/facilities030.html

teamLab Borderless
EN TEA HOUSE Genka-tei
en-tea-house.teamlab.art/odaiba/

300 yen
Iidabashi Sta. (JR, Subway), Suidobashi Sta. (JR,
Subway), Korakuen Sta. (Subway)

3,200 yen
Tokyo Teleport Sta. (Rinkai Line), Aomi Sta.
(Yurikamome)

As one of Japan’s representative gardens, this daimyo
garden was created as a garden for the Mito Tokugawa clan. During the best season from later November
to early December, about 500 Japanese maple trees
turn bright red, creating elegantly attractive scenery
throughout. Bidoro-saryo cafe inside the Kantoku-tei
building offers food and matcha tea to enjoy with a
view of the garden. A set of jo-namagashi (high-quality
Japanese sweets) and matcha tea (850 yen) and
other items are offered.

◆ The Official Tokyo Travel Guide
www.gotokyo.org/en/

This hands-on museum offers an opportunity to enjoy
art variable depending on the time and season of your
visit. From September, new artworks will appear,
where you can enjoy an autumn view with autumn foliage and other autumn features. At EN TEA HOUSE
Genka-tei inside the museum, you can have a curious
experience with seasonal flowers blossoming and tea
trees sprouting out from the teacup in front of you.
The offerings include a set of frozen gyokuro tea
(green tea ice cream) and a beverage (1,200 yen).

Omohara Forest
STARBUCKS Tokyu Plaza Omotesando Harajuku
omohara.tokyu-plaza.com/

On the 6th floor of Tokyu Plaza Omotesando Harajuku at Jingumae Crossing in Omotesando, Omohara Forest rooftop terrace is an oasis in the big city,
where you can enjoy red leaves of Japanese zelkova trees, the symbol of Omotesando, in autumn. At
STARBUCKS facing the terrace, limited dishes
available only at a few branches are ser ved. It is
also a per fect place to take a break during shopping and sightseeing.
Meiji-jingumae (Harajuku) Sta. (Subway),
Harajuku Sta. (JR), Omote-sando Sta. (Subway)

St. Mary’s Cathedral, designed by renowned architect

Editor’s note Tange Kenzo, is a building with a wing spread-like appearance when seen from the front, and the structure of the walls forms a large
cross when seen from above. Outside light mysteriously shines down inside the
cathedral through skylit windows on the high ceiling, and its pipeorgan plays
solemn music. Even non-Catholics can hold a wedding ceremony here.
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